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It is a privilege to present the important concept to you today entitled….
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The development of this concept was a trans-NCI activity and represents the 
input of experts from across the NCI



This slide give you a quick glance of what what we will be moving through in the 
next 10 minutes

And we will start with some background
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ER- breast cancer is more common among younger women

And as you can clearly see from the SEER data on this slide, AA women are 
more likely to be diagnosed with ER- br cancer than whites – the percentage of 
AA women getting ER- cancer is greater for than for White women – the 
percentages of permenopausal women getting ER- br ca is also greater than for 
postmenopausal

Please not that data suggest there in increasing incidence of ER- disease in 
Lantina women 
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What else do we know about ER- disease?

Perhaps obviously – ER- disease is characterized by ER-/PR-and sometimes 
HER2-

Early age

Minority disparity

Aggressive and poor outcome

Incrase mets

In general, poorly differentiated



Work from UNC with Chuck Perou and Bob Milliken have shown 5 distinct 
breast cancer subtypes by expression profile analysis:

2 ER+ and 3 ER- sub-types –

The ER+ subtypes are distinguished by the presence of Her2 expression 
(luminal A better prognosis than luminal B)

The ER- subtypes include Her2/neu+ disease

And also what has been termed basal-like (also “triple negative”) – for which 
there is evidence of racial disparity

And 5-maker negative (which is currently not being distinguished from basal-like 
in clinical trials) – currently it does not appear that there is racial disparity for this 
sub-type
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Currently targeted therapy does not exist for ER- breast cancer

ER+ and Her2+ disease both have targeted options

There is not enough molecular data and knowledge about the signaling 
pathways for ER- disease
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What fundamental biology is known about ER- breast cancer?

Studies are being published and abstracts presented at meetings that are 
beginning to help define the biology of er- breast cancer
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1. Aberrant Expression – FOXC2 – Weinberg lab  AND EGFR overexpression 
(Zhou et all 2008) AND c-KIT overexpression (imantinib targets cKIT and 
PDGFR tks)

2.ER methylation – Davidson lab AND Src 
activated ER degradation -- Slingerland Lab 
JCI 2007

3. Joe Gray with collaborators examined the genomic and transcriptional 
characteristics of about 50 breast cancer cell lines and compared them to 
primary tumors and showed that the cell lines mirror most of the genomic 
properties of primary breast tumors; 

And while fundamental biology is beginning to emerge about this disease – we 
really do not know enough to move toward developing science-based 
interventions based on molecular pathways
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And while fundamental biology is beginning to emerge about this disease – we 
really do not know enough to move toward developing science-based 
interventions based on molecular pathways

To this end, the NCI convened a panel of experts….
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At an NCI sponsored think tank in Nov 2007

Experts included epi, nutrition, basic science, animal models, hormone exerts, 
clinicians, etc…

Roster and summary can be found in the appendix section
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a number of recommendations resulted from the meeting…

Among them were:

The true strength of these recommendations was that they encouraged 
leveraging existing resources to advance our fundamental understanding of the 
biology of er- breast cancer among racial and ethnic groups
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There are a number of robust resources available including…

For bullet 1 – OBBR has extensive list of resources for human tissue

For bullet 2 – most mouse models that have been developed for breast cancer 
are ER- -- MMHCC provides robust resource for animal models

For bullet #3 -Joe Gray with a number of collaborators including Donna 
Albertson, Fred Waldman Steve Ethier, Adi Gazdar has examined the genomic 
and transcriptional characteristics of about 50 breast cancer cell lines and 
compared them to primary tumors and show that the cell lines mirror most of the 
genomic properties of primary breast tumors;  -- NCI has developed kits of these 
cell lines and makes them available to researchers

For bullet 4 – NCI makes available 3D culture reagents to scientific community
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The  next slides have a list of research opportunities that when answered will 
enhance our fundamental understanding of disease
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…including stem cell (and early pre-malignant) cells comparisons among racial 
and ethnic groups
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The last section of the talk addresses the RFA mechanism and evaluation
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I want to emphaize that Breast Cancer Stamp Funds are NOT from RPG pool
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We expect this initiative to lead to an interdisciplinary collaborative effort to study the 
biology of ER – hu Breast cancer

Only two basic biology grants

Only ten related projects in the ER- research area

Two funded applications:

Dorray El-0Ashry (U of M – Ann Arbor): Mechanisms underlying ER-Negative Breast Cancer

Focus: dissect the mechanisms underlying MAPK induced loss of ER-alpha expression at both 
protein and RNA levels

-Can ER “positivity” be restored to make tumors TAM sensitive?

Victoria Seewaldt (Duke Univ): ECM-Mediated apoptosis in p53(-) HMECs

Testing hypothesis that loss of CBP (CREB binding protein) is associated with/promotes ER-
breast cancer

Desired goal: understand early events of ER- breast cancer and identify targets for prevention

Criteria for portfolio review to say something is “responsive”:

Basic Biology applied to human ER- breast cancer

50% human

-Not only animal models

-Not only cell lines
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50% ER- breast cancer
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Roles and responsibilities of funded PIs and NCI staff
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Evaluation Criteria from Concept Text

•Has the research led to a better understanding of the biology of ER-negative 
breast cancer? 

•Has there been progress in identifying novel subtypes in ER-negative breast 
cancer, if they exist? Have the molecular profiles of these been characterized?

•Has there been progress in identifying unique markers that are associated with 
ER-negative breast tumors as compared to ER positive tumors? 

•Has the research identified unique signaling pathways that could serve as 
markers of ER-negative breast cancer(s)?

•Has the research identified unique signaling pathways that can be potentially 
exploited therapeutically?

•Have the progenitor cells that give rise to the ER-negative breast cancers been 
identified and characterized?

•How has the research improved the mechanistic understanding of ER-negative 
breast cancer biology among racial and ethnic groups?

NCI will know it has successfully stimulated research in the basic biology of ER-
breast cancer if we understand….
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There is great potential for a cascade of related next concepts….
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